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The analysis of R.A.E. Report No. Aero. 1840 has been extended to cover the lift slope of aerofoils of small aspect
ratio and of fins in place upon an aeroplane. The charts of that report for the estimation of lifting characteristics of
aerofoil controls have been included in this report with some small modifications, and those necessary for (he estimation
of fin and rudder lifting characteristics added. In general it is possible to estimate the lift slope of theaerofoils on an
aircraft, taking account of interference effects, to within about ± 5 per cent. and control powers to within about
± 10 per cent.
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1. Introduction.-Following the analysis of the lift slope of aerofoils and controls reported in
Ref. 1, an extension of the work has been made to cover the lift slope of aerofoils of very small
aspect ratio and oJ fins in place on an aircraft. This has been done with a view to improving
the estimation of the side loads on a fin and rudder, and of the contribution of the fin and 'rudder
to the yawing moments on an aircraft. At the same time the opportunity has been taken to
amend slightly the aspect ratio correction as given in Ref. 1, and to gather together, in the
present report, all the charts required for the estimation of the lift of aerofoils and controls
produced during the allalysis up to date. A change in presentation ha:s been made, iri that all
the coefficients are now quoted in terms of radians instead of degrees, as it is felt that this' is a
more useful method of presentation to the British reader.

2. Extension of the Aspect Ratio Correction to Aerofoils of Small Aspect Ratio.-'2.1. lVlethod
of Analysis.-In Ref. 1 the correction for aspect ratio was made by use of the formula

.. ' (1)

in accordance with Glauert's presentation of the (C lifting line" theory. In this formula :-

A === aspect ratio

ao -' slope of curve of lift coefficient against incidence in radians for infinite aspect
ratio

a1 === ditto for the finite aspect ratio A

T === a numerical coefficient tabulated by Glauert depending on taper ratio.

This formula was always used since the divergences from it for' normal aspect ,ratios are small.
However, two more recent papers2

,3 give aspect ratio corrections, one slightly and the other
widely divergent from (1). The experimental results on the lift slope of aerofoils of medium
and small aspect ratio have therefore been examined with a view to determining the relation
between aspect ratio and lift slope which most nearly represents that fOllnd in experiment.

Now T In Glauert's equation (1) is dependent on tIle value of A/ao and th~ taper ratio of the
aerofoilonly, so that for a given taper ratio a unique curve of al/aO agai.nst A/ao can be drawn.
Hence in studying the effect of aspect ratio on al1 it is to be expected that the variations in ao
may be eliminated l)y examining the experimental results on this ·basis. All the data were
corrected to rectangular plan form (this correction is at the most about 4 per cent.), and the
value ofao has been estimated by the method. of Ref. 1. The analysis was confined to the lift
slope between ± 10 deg. of incidence. A few cases, where Reynold's number was·a little below
106 were included, as these showed no marked deviation from the general trend, but in general
only tunnel results of Reynold's number greater than 106 were relied upon.

2.2. Results of Analysis.-Fig. 1 s110ws the comparison between the mean curve of a1/aO

against A/ao drawn through the experimental points, theGlauert theoretical curve,.and the other
empirical curves of Refs. 2 and 3., The scatter of the experimental points about,the mean curve
dra\vn is small (usually less th.~n 5 per cent.) and the deviation of this mean curve from Glauert's
theoretical curve is really very little. There is no appreciable difference until the valueofA/ao
is less than 0 ·5, but below that value there is a justification in drawing the mean Cl1rve below
the Glauert curve, the nlaximum deviation being of the order of 20 per cent.
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TIle curves of Refs. 2 and 3 give values of a 1 which are both lovver than either the tlleoretical
CUf"Ve or the mean curve of this report. The curve of Ref. 2is not markedly different, but that
of Ref. 3 appears to give muell too Iowa value of al~ but as no indication of the method of its
construction is given in th.e report, it is not possible to illvestigate the cause.

3. The Endplate Effect of a Horizontal' Surface on a Vertical Surface.-3.l. General.-As far as
is k:nowll, there is nD complete work or series of work:s giving the theoretical value of the endplate
effect, such as that due to the tailplane on the fin, when the fin is in a general position relative
to the tailplane.; but a number of reports4

,S,6 hav~ been issued in which soilltions for some of the
possible geometrical confJrmations have been. given. As some. k:nowledg'e of this effect is
necessary, however, to estimate the lift slope of the fin and rudder to a fair degree of accuracy,
an attempt has been made to synthesise from the solutions'published, corrections for the effect 
with. a fin and rudder in a g'eneral position. These synthesised corrections canl10t be claimed
to be theoretically correct, but only to be of the right order so that fair estimations can be made)
until the theoretical worl{ is extencled to ·cover the general case.

3.2. Central Fins.··--The .general solution for the endplate effect of the taill)lane o'n a central
fin, with the tailplane in any vertical but symmetrical positjon relative to the fin, has been
given by Rotta4

, but unfoltunately this has been proved to be invalid by the ·results of Katzoff
and Mutterperls. They have shown that if the span of the endplate is 'greater than the span
of the surface whose lift is being considered, a considerable error may be introduced by. the
assumption of minimum induced drag as used by Rotta. In Ref. 5, however, a comparison is
drawn between the solution depending on the assumptiol1 of minimum indllceddrag and the
more· strict solution, for t~e one case of a horizontal endplate symmetrically placed at the base
of a vertical fin. _ ·

Now if 'Ne write

(2)

where AE/A == the ratio of the effective aspect ratio to the geometrjcal aspect ratio for the
strict solution of Ref. 5.

and AE'IA. '-:- the ratio of the effective aspect ratio to the geometrical aspect ratio for the
solution assuming minimum induced drag, .

we can obtain values of K 1 for this one case, the values varying with the ratio of the vertical,
tail height to the horizontal tailspan,and also witll the aspect ratio of the vertical surface.
TIle variation with the aspect ratio of the vertical surface can be ignored in most cases as A
usually lies between 1· 25 and 2 0 5, and the variation in the value of A E / A over this range of A
is small. The value's of K 1 vvere obtained therefore for a value of A of 1· 75. Now, though it is
strictly incorrect, it is considered that reasonable values of A E for the fin with the endplate
in any vertical but symmetrical position can be obtained from equation (2) by usjng the values
of A E ' /A from Ref. 4 and the values of K 1 obtained. as above.

Fig. 3 (a) gives the deduced endplate corrections as well as the original curves of Refs. 4 and 5
for comparison. Now, the value of AE/A. varies extremely slowly with the change in the para
meter, yertical tail height/horizontal tail span, and as for a conventional tail assembly the value
of this parameter is usually between 0 0 25 and O· 7, a further simplification can be introduced by
assuming the value of AE/A is i11d'ependent of this parameter. We can thus obtain a curve of
AE/A against the vertical position of the horizontal tailplane relative to the fin, and this is shown
in Fig. 3 (b). It nlust be emphasised, however, that this curve will not apply to aeroplanes
where the body and not the tailplane forms the endplate, since the endplate span will then be
small compared with the aerofoil span; in this case the curves of Fig. 3 (a). must be used.

3.
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3.3. End Fins.-In the absence of any known published worl{ on the endplate effect of-a
ta~lplane on end fins, approximate estimations of the effect have been derived from Refs. 4, 5
and 6 by tIle following method:

Mangler6 has solved the problenl for both

(a) tvvo endplates symmetrically placed about an aerofoil surface thus:-

AEROFOIL END PLATES

(b) two endplates placed wholly to one side of an aerofoil surface thus:-

AEROFOIL

~
END PLATES

I
In this report, the assumption of n1inimum induced drag has been made, but as tIle ratio of

the endplate span to the span of the aerofoil under consider'ation is less than 1, no serious error
is introduced. Now if we write

(AE/A, ..- 1) for symmetrically placed endplates == K 2 (AE/A - 1) for asymmetrically placed
endplates,

we find that K 2 can be assumed constant and equal to O· 9 for any given value of h/b. The
next step is to assume that this factor K 2 still applies when there is only one endplate. vVe can
then deduce from the values. of AE/A for a central fin (Fig. 3 (b))

AEROFOIL

END PLATE

.1
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the vallles of AE/A for an end fin,

AEROFOIL

END PLATE

l~'lf,--- h ~---.t~1

for the conversion of a central flnto an end fin is obtained'by moving the endplate (usually the
tailplane) from the symmetrical position to the asymmetrical position. The deduced values
of AE/A for end fins are given in Fig. 3 (b). ,~.

4. The Lift of Fins in place upon an Aeroplane.-4.1. Sidewash.~Let us define the lift slope
of the fin and rudder on an aeroplane as aI" where - .

, L1 nv(due to fin) 2S L1Yv (due to fin)

a1 = V or ·5"

Then the value of aI' will be reduced compared with the lift slope of the isolated fin (a1) 'by two
factors

(i) the sidewash over the fin and rudder,
(ii) the reduction ill total head of the airstream over the fin and rudder,.

The sldewash generated by the trailing vortices of the wing on the fins of the tail surfaces
will in general be small (thellajor part of the sidewash arises froIlI the body), the body shape
and the wing body interference effects being the mcIn variables. Engine nacelles will obviously
give some conlTibutjon, but in the absence of sufficient infotmation on their separate effects,
no analysis of these have been made and their effects will be included in the body effects.

Now let lIS consi.der separately the cases of-end fins and central fins, as there are obviously
some fundamental differences between them. In each case we shall combine- the effects of side
wash and tail efficiency together, because, when analysing most tunnel results, these two effects
are inseparable.

4.2. Central Fins.-4.21. Definition 0.1 areas.-The main practical difficulty when considering
the lift of central fins and rudders is the definition of the area, aspect ratio, etc. At thepresenf
stage, only an arbitrary definition can be made and in this report a gross area is used for the
following reasons :-

(i) On many aircraft there is considerable difficulty in defining, net fin and rudder area;
due to the complete merging of the body into the fin and rudder.

(ii) When estimating rudder power considerable difficulty is encountered in applying the
results of systematic tests on control powers, if the net area definition is used and part
of the rudder is behind the body.

(iii) When the gross area definition is used, a fairly systematic variation of fin lift and rudder
power with a number of parameters can by found.

Illustrations of the definitions arising from the inclusion of the area of the body' under the fin
in the fin and rudder area, are given in Fig. 2 for representative types of fin.

4.22. Method of analysis.-Whena body is yawed to the direction of airflow, a cross flow is
caused in the immediate vicinity of the body both above and below it which is at a greater angle
to the body axis than the undisturbed airflow. Hence, the effect of the body on the flow round
a central fin and rudder, is to cause ,an increase in the local incidence of the flow, above the angle'
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of sideslip, on that part of the fin and rudder outside the body. The greatest change in incidence
is near the body surface, the change decreasing as the distance from the body increases. Both
for this reason and from consideration of the proportion of the body area included in the fin and
rudder area, the mean sidewash over the whole finwollld be expected to depend upon the ratio
of the height of the fin to body height, and though the general shape of the body should strictly be
considered, it appears reasonable to suppose that the height of the body in the region of the fin
would be the major variable in this effect.

The wing body interference causes a twist to be imparted to the flow around the body when the
aircraft is yawed7

; this will tend to increase the fin lift on a low-wing aircraft and decrease it
on a high-wing aircraft. If, however, a horizontal tailplane is "present on the body the asymmetric
lift produced on this will act as a straightener to this flow. We might therefore expect there
to be an appreciable difference on 'high- and low-wing aircraft between the contributionbf
the fin and rudder to the yawing moments according to whether a tailplane was present on the
body or not. A good demonstration of this ,is shown by some systematic testsS

, 9, 10 on lateral
derivatives made on behalf of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, U.S.A.

We have during our analysis of the various wind; tunnel tests on fin lift used the following
method:-

(a) Areas, aspect ratios, etc., are defined as in Fig. 2.
(b) The combined effect of the addition of tailplane as well as the fin and rudder to the

aircraft is considered.
(c) Aircraft models with horizontal tails are separated from aircraft models without horizontal

tails or with horizontal tails in a high position on the vertical fin well clear of the body.
(d) The values of al'/al have been examined with regard to the variation with

body height at the fin (w)
total fin height (h)

. and with fuselage-wing position. The value of aI, which is the value of the lift curve
slope the fin-rudder-horizontal-tail combination would have when isolated from the
body, is estimated by the method of Fig. 10 using the endpl~te corrections of Fig. 9 (b)
but assuming the taper ratio is unity because of the difficulty of definition. This
appears justifiable because of the small variation of a1with,taper ratio.

The analysis was limited to a sideslip range of ± 10 deg. and to wing incidences l~ss than 10 deg.

4.23. Results of analysis.-·The results are given in Figs. 4 and 5, where the value of aI' fa!
is plotted, against wfh,; Fig. 4 gives the points for Illodels with a tailplaneon the body and Fig. 5
for those without a tailplane or with it clear of the body.

It is evident that there is little variation of al'/al with variation of wing height on the body
when there is a tailplane on the body. It is just possible to suggest three mean curves for the
low-, mid- and high~wing models. The scatter from these curves is small except for two points
obtaIned from two high-wing models.· Both these aircraft were flying boats in. which a sudden
change in body section occur~ just forward of the fin. It is thought possible that due to this,
there is an unusually large stabilising sidewash over the, fin arising from the' body which causes
the rise in the value of al'/al.

When there is no tailplane present on the body, there is considerable spread of the points
with the position of the body relative to the wing, and though the N.A.C.A. systematic testsS

,9 '

form the basis of the curves drawn, representing high-, ,mid- an4 low-wing models, there ar~ a
few confirmatory points from some British (( ad hoc" tests.

4.3.. End "Fins.-4.31. Method of analysis.-There is no. difficulty about the geometrical
definitions of end fins, and from the analysis of central fins (section 4.2) variation in the valu~

al'/al with wing~bodyposition would be expected .. to be small due to the p~esence.ofthetailplane,
on the body. Due, however, to the presence of the body some reduction in the incidence of·flow)
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over the fin would be expected. ' This reduction should increase as the fins are brought nea~er

to the body alld also as the fin height decreases relative to the body height. The variation of
the value of al'/al with two parameters has therefore been examinecl:---

(i) the ratio of the fin distance from the body centre-l~ne to the length of the body d/lb•

(ii) the ratio of the body height at the fin to the fin height, w/h.

4.32. Results.-In Fig. 6 the values of ali /a l for a number of models have been 'plotted against
values of d/lb• It will be seen that as expected there is a telldency at a constant ,value of d/lb

for the value aL'/al to decrease with increase in w/h and a family of ,curves has been drawn for
varying values ofw/h from which the scatter is quite smalL When the value of d/lb is greater
than O· 6 or so, the indications are that there is negligible interference. Jrom the. body, and so for
end fins on wings the values of al'/al can usually be taken as 1·0. What little evidence there
is on this point confitmsthis.

5. Rudder Power.-For end fins symmetrical about the tailplane the rudder power can be
obtained directly by the method of -Ref. 1, but both for asymmetric end fins and central fins
the present theoretical and systematic ,practical knowledge is inadequate to enable one to 'obtain
a really reliable estimate. It is suggested, however, that a very rough estimate may be obtained
by the method of Ref. 1, using the part~span flap correction factors given there as applicable

, to the fin, despite any asymmetry present. For such an estimate the rudder is divided into
sections in which the values of Cj/c, balance and trailing' edge angle are approximately cop.stant
in a similar manner to that suggested in Ref. 1 for an ele·vatar. ..

Using this method, a comparison has been made between estimated and measured rlldder
\ powers, the measured values being obtained from wind ..tunnel model tests, and a fin and rudder
efficiency of 100 per ce~t. being assumed for the estimati.ons (Fig. 7).

This comparison indicates that the average fin and rudder efficiency on the models is about
90 per cent., and this is supported by a few~~tests in which the efficiency has been measured directly.
There is a tendency for this efficiency to. be lower for twin fins if the fins are of small height
and in the region 0,£ the flow from the nacelles, in ,that case the mean efficiency may be as low
as 80 per cent.

6. Horizontal Tail Efjiciency.-In ordertQcomplete the data l1eeded for the estimation of the
lift slopes of all the aircraft surfaces, an investigation has been made of the efficiency of the
horizontal tail. 'The method has been to'define the tail efficiency as

the al or a~ deduced from wind tunnel tests

the t'll or a
2

estimated by the method of this report

assuming in the estimations that the tail surfaces are iS91ated from the body, and using definitions
of aspect ratio, area, etc., based on gross 'Jailiarea. The tail efficiency would then be expected
to be dependent on the ratio of tailplane span to the width of the body at the tail;" for when

, these quantities are equal, the efficiency~sclefinedabove should be zero, and when the body
width is zero, the efficiellcy should be 100 p,er cent. except for wing and body wake effects.

In Fig. 8 therefore, the tail efficiency has been plotted against the value of the ratio

body width, (Wi)
tailpIane span (b) ·

All of the points obtained from tests on aircraft tailplanes have values of wl/b less than O· 3, so
the resource has been made to fins on bombs and airships to extend the curves to larger values
of WI/b. The analysis of the effect of fins on bombs has already been made by Hills. It should
be noted that for the bomb and airship fins direct measurements were not made of the a1 of the
fins, but were deduced from measurements of either Llnvor iJhn due to the fins, on the assumption
that th'e sidewash generated by the body lift was negligible..
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The trend of the tail efficiency with the value ofw1/b is fairly evident in Fig.S, and there is
evidence from the tests on bomb fins that two separate curves can be drawn, one f~rfinson faired
bodies and one for fins at the end of bluff-ended bodies. The scatter from these two curves js
reasonably good in view of the unknown reductions in tail efficiency due to vving and body wake.

7. Estimation of the Lift of Aerofoil Surfaces and Controls.-.Figs. 9-15 indicate methods of
estimation of the values for a1and a2 of all the normal aerofoilsand controls of the aircraft,
wit~ the tajl efficiency of the tail surfaces of the conventional aircraft included. Many of the
figures are, reproduced from Ref. 1, with, however, some IIrodifications w11ich it is hoped will
make the estimations as easy and straightforward as possible.

7.1. The Lift ~5lope of Wings and Tailplanes (Figs. 10 an(l 11).-Fig. 10 shows the Irlethod
used and gives or refers to the curves needed in this estimation.

7.2. The Lift Slope of Vertical Fins (Fig. 12).- The a1 which the isolated fin and tailplane'
combination would have when yawed is estimated by the method of Fig. 10. The value of
a l ' /a l is then obtained from Fig. 12. Hence the value of aI' is obtained.

7.3. Elevator Lift Curve Slope (Fig. 13).-7.31. Without a cut-out.-To obtain the elevator
lift curve slope, a2, the elevator is first divided into sections in which the values of Cf/e 'and
balance are fairly constant. The value of a2/a1 is then obtained from the following equation.

a2/al === [(a 2/a1)Sl • ni· ~fl + (a2/a l )S2 • n2 • /2 + · · .J
where (a 2/a 1)Sl == the value of (a 2!a1)S from Fig. 13 for section 1.

n' === the value of the balance and gap correction factor from Fig. 13 for section 1.
fl === the value of the part· span factor from Fig. 13 for section 1.

and similarly for the other sections. Then the value of a l is obtained f!:om Fig. 10 and hence
the valueofa2 for the isolated tail. The elevator power is then equal to a2V X (the tail efficiency),
the value of the ta~l efficiency being obtained from Fig.. 8.

7.32. With a cut-out in. the elevatoro-'First the value of a2/a1 is worked out by the method of
Section 7.31 completely ignoring the cut-out, i.e. assuming that the elevator is full span.. Then
~n approximate correction for the cut-out is obtained by multiplying the value of a2/a1 thus
obtained by the factor Z,

h Z elevator area with cutpout
were .I elevator area for the correspondIng full span elevator

7.4. Rudder Lift Curve Slope '(Fig. 14).~A rough estimation of the rudder lift curve slope,
a2, may be obtained ignoring the asymmetry of the normal rudder. The method is indicated in
Fig. 14.,

7.5. Rolling Power (Fig. 15).-Fig. 15 shows the method and gives or refers to the curves
needed in this estimation.

8. Conclusions.-(i) Methods of estimation of the lifting characteristics of all the aerofoil
surfaces and main controls of the aircraft have been deri\Ted; these give" an accuracy of .the order
of +5 per cent. for the value of a l and:-i--10 per cent. for the value of a2 • Care will be needed
when dealing with unconventional layouts, but an attempt has been made to keep the methods
as general as possible. This general guarding statement will apply to aerofoils with trailing
edge angles greater than 18 deg. or so, when, strictly speaking, the effect of transition point
should be included.

(ii) Many, gaps in our knowledge have been revealed, the most ilnportant of whichare:
(a) the lacl{ of a full theoretical work on the end-plate effects on lift.
(b) the scarcity of evidence on the variation of sidewash over the fin and rudder, and of the

effect of the body shape at the tail aniin and rudder lift.
(c) the scarcity ofdire~t measurements of tail efficiency 0
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The aspect ratio correction factor ·on rolling" moment

}
Correction factors usedin the synthesis of approximate end plate corrections

for a horizontalendplate on vertical fins \

The total body length
The rolling power factor allowin-g' for aileron,' position
The factor correcting a2/a1 for the effect of gap and balance
Rate'of change of yawing moment with sideslip (dCnjdfJ)
TIle .vving semi-span
Total wing area
Gross fin and rudder area

(
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Tail volume , -Sc .

"The fin and rudder volume (S"l"jSb)
The body depth at th~ longitudinal position of the fin and rudder
The body 'width at the longitudinal position of the tailpla~e

Rate of change of side force with sideslip (!dCy IdP) .
The correction factor to allow for, the effect of central cutout on a2

Wing, incidence
The monoplane coefficient of Glauert
Aileron angle
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Characteristics. II. Rectangular NACA 23012 Wing with a Circular
Fuselage and Fin. N.A.C.A. T.N.730. September, 1939.

Wind-tunnel Investigation of Effect of Yaw on Lateral Stability
Characteristics. III. Symmetrically Tapered Wing at Various Positions
on Circular Fuselage with and without a Vertical Tail. N.A.C.A~ T.N.825.
1941.

The Estimation of the Rate of Change of Yawing Moment with Sideslip.
N.A.C.A. T.N.636. February, 1938.

The Elements of Aerofoil and Airscrew Theory. Cambridge University
Press. 1926.

Measurements of Hinge Moments and Pressure Plotting on a Swordfish
Rudder in the 24-ft. Tunnel. R. & M~ 1976. September, 1938.

Reduction of Hinge Moment ofAirplan.e Control Surface by Tabs. N.A.C.A.
Report 528. 1936.

Characteristics of Clark Y Airfoil of Small Aspect Ratios. N.A.C.A.
Report 431. 1932.

Aerodynamic Characteristics of Horizontal Tail Surfaces. N.A.C.A.
Report 688. 1940.

Effects of Elevator Nose Shape, Gap, Balance and Tabs on the Aero
dynamic Characteristics of· a Horizontal Tail Surface. N.A.C.A. Report
675. 1940.

The Effect· of Nose Shape and Gaps on Elevator Balance and the Effect
of Tabs on a 16 per c~nt. Thick Tailplane.R. & M. 2326. May, 1940.
(To.be published.)

Airfoil Section ·Characteristics as affected by Variations of the Reynolds
Number. N.J\..C.A. Report 586. 1937.

Variations ·.of Effective Aspect. Ratio and Slope of the Lift Curve due to
TwinFins.R.A.E.Report No. Aero. 1814. A.R.C.6796. April, 1943.
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Rolling Moment due to Sideslip. Part T. R.A.E. Report No. Aero. 2028.
A.R.C. 8709. April, 1945. Part II. R.A.E. Report No. Aero. 2092.
A.R.C.9278. November, 1945. Part III. R.A.E. Report. No. Aero.
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TABLE 2

Key io Fig·s. 4 and 5.

NO.l~ I WING I SYMBOLREFERENCE AIRCRAFT POSITION
LIST

TABLE 1 IAIRCRAFT 2 HIGH +
9,10 N.A.C.A. MODEL § ,. xKey to Fig. 1

FLYING BOAT I " *FLYING BOAT 2 'I' *No.. IN AlRCRAFT B " '*
REFERE~CE AIRCRAFT &/OR CONTROL SYMBOL AIRCRAFT 9 MID EJ

AIRCRAFT 10 " mLIST.
AIRCRAFT 11 '" -e15 TAILPLANE. SQUARE TIPS x A J RCRAFT 12 " j2f15 TA LLPLANE, FA I RED TI PS ®
AIRCRAFT 13 " ~15 TA I LPLANE,SEMICIRCULAR TIPS x

9, JO N.A:C.A. MODEL § .t I!l
TAl LPLANE o <lJ 8

AIRCRAFT 14 (4 Y2/o DIHEDRAL) 9' G14. I TA I LPLANE. + AIRCRAFT 14 (6Y2% DIHEDRAL) '" -Ei:",

AIRCRAFT 1 TAILPLANE E AIRCRAFT I " ~
17 ITAILPLANE 3 AIRCRAFT 4 (LARGE CENTRAL FIN) ., £]

....... - A I RCRAFT 2 TAl LPLANE 0 AIRCRAFT 4 (SMALL CENTRAL FIN) " G.)-ol.

AIRCRAFT 3 (OR1GINA.L) - AI RCRAFT 15 § ." eI
AIRCRAFT 3 (ENLARGED) -$- AIRCRAFT 16 " EJ
AIRCRAFT 4 FIN ~ A I RCRAFT 17 " ijl

AIRCRAFT 5 TAILPLANE T A I RCRAFT 18 " S

AIRCRAFT 5 TAILPLANE (E.C.1240 f AIRCRAFT 19 " iil
SECTION) 9,10 N.A.C.A. MODEL § LOW 0

BLACKBURN OOIB-J TAILPLANE ~ AIRCRAFT 20 " (1)

AIRCRAFT 20 (ENLARGED FIN) '9 , eTAILPLANE $-
AIRCRAFT 21 " {9

AIRCRAFT 6 TAILPLANE ~
AIRCRAFT 22 .. , ~

18 I TAILPLANE. 16% TH! CK. <:>
AIRCRAFT 5 § " Q16 TAl LPLANE, GOTTINGEN 409 ~

AIRCRAFT 23 " G-16 TAl LPLANE V
AIRCRAFT 23 (ENLARGED FIN) -€),,

AIRCRAFT 7 - FIN.' <!)
AIRCRAFT 24 'I , '€>

AIRCRAFT 7 - FIN !)
AIRCRAFT 25 ~ , 0

AIRCRAFT 26(WITH. HORIZONTAL I" Q

TAIL)
AIRCRAFT 26(WITHOUT .' I " I 0

, HORIZONTAL TAl L).
I

§ TESTS CARRIED OUT WITH & WITHOUT TAILPLANE ON BODY.



No IN
REFERENCE
LIST

TABLE 3,

Key to Figs. 6, 7 and 8

AIRCRAFT SYMBOL

AIRCRAFT 27 (:.J

FLYING BOAT 3 WITH SMALL END FINS (;')
AIRCRAFT 4 (NORMAL FINS) +
AIRCRAFT 4 (SMALL FINS) -$-
AIRCRAFT 4 (FINS WITH UNSHIELDED

HORN-BALANCED RUDDERS) ...
AIRCRAFT 9(rWIN FINS) ®
AIRCRAFT 3 (OR1GIN:AL FINS) .8.

AIRCRAFT 3 (ENLARGEDFI-NS) m
AIRCRAFT 2.8 11:>,.

AIRCRAFT 28 VI
AIRCRAFT I (TWIN FINS) r::f
AIRCRAFT 29 181
AIRCRAFT 29 "
AIRCRAFT 8 (ORIGINAL TAILPLANE) )81
AIRCRAFT B (ORIGINAL TAILPLANE) ~

AIRCRAFT 8 (ORIGINAL TAILPLANE) ~

AIRCRAFT 8 (ENLARGED TAILPLANE) ~

AIRCRAFT 30 @

AIRCRAFT 30 (ENLARGED FINS) ~

AIRCRAFT JOG
AIRCRAFT 9 X

FLY) NG BOAT I ~

AIRCRAFT 13 E
AIRCRAFT ·11 •
AIRCRAFT 5 T
AIRCRAFT 14 RJ
AIRCRAFT 15 El
AIRCRAFT 12 :>.
A IRCRAFT 22 0
AIRCRAFT 21 &
AIRCRAFT 21A ..
AIRCRAFT 23 e-
Al RCRAFT 31 t::>
FLYING BOAT:2 *
AIRCRAFT 32 ..a
AIRCRAFT 33 ~

A I RCRA FT 34 1:J

A JRCRAFT 35 ~

AIRCRAFT 36 ~

AI RCRAFT 37. V'

AIRCRAFT .25 ¢
AIRCRAFT 16 [?f

AIRCRAFT 18 ~

AIRSHIP ( B'
AIRSHIP IA .£L
BOMBS WITH BLUFF-ENDED BODIES (8)

BOMBS WITH FAIRED BODIES 0"
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FlG.2. Typical Examples ... of Fins and~Rudders.
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(a) GROSS I=IN AREA, S~ TOTAL SHADED AREA IN. THE ABOVE
SKETCHES.

(b) FI N HEIGHT, ft J IN TypeS 2 &- 3 IS MEASURED FROM TOP TO
BOTTOM OF FIN; IN TYPES 1&4 IT IS MEASURED FROM TQP OF
FIN TO POINT ON UNDERSIDE OF FUSELAGE 1;3 CR AFT OF
LINE x-x'. .p,.,,2

(c) GEOMETRIC ASPECT RATIO = TOTAL SHADED AREA
AREA IS'

(d) LOCAL~C = AREA 'A + AREA 's'" • FOR TYPE 3, THE. LOCAL Corle
FROM TOP OF FIN· TO TOP OF TAl LPLANE CUT-OUT = ~, &
FROM BOTTOM OF TAl LPLANE CUT-OUT TO BOTTOM A2+ 62
OF FIN =-!L

A1+Bt

(e) OWING TO DIFFICULTY OF DEFINITION, THE iAPER RA110 IS TAKEN
AS UNITY (THE MAXIMUM ERROR INVOLVED ~4%)

(f) IN ESliMATING B 1 ,THE GAP IS TREATED AS BEING FULL SPAN.

TYPE 1

~
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MEAN Ct-lCRD OF CUT-OUT
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FIG, 10

METHO~ OF· ESTlM'ATINC a,'I=OR AN AEROFOIL.·
WITH OR WITHOUT END-PLATES

CD NECESSARY DATA_-"""""'-'-_..-_---.FF'O! "

(d)rR~'L.INC EOC£ ANCL.£ ,\ '
(b)CONTROI- o~p StZE.-1F < O'OO~5e TREAT AS $£.}''-EO

IF > O'OO"2Se TREAT AS UNSEAL-EO.
(C) CONTROl- G~P POSITiON, MEAc;tREO 'FROM, TRJ»JL.1NQ

EQCE &. EXPRESSED A.S A PERCENTA-CE."·QF TI-IE
A£ROl=Ol\- MEAN CHORe

(d)EF~EeTl\1E ASPEC:T RATIO (SE&: F1CS.<a(a)s(b) FOR ENOPI-ATE: C:OF:t~e:eTICNS)

(e\TAPER RA.TlC ::: ROOT CHORO
~:I TIP c:H~

@.EXAMPL.E: OF METJ-IOO
"TOiSTIM,A..TE THE L.lf=T SLOPE OF, AN AEROF01L
FORn THE f:O,-'-OWINC eONOlTtONS ~ -

(0) Tf<AIUNC EOCE ANCL& =140

(b)UNSEAL...EO,FUl-l- SPAN C:ONTRO\- QAP AT 40%
OF T~E MEAN CHORD A~..fEAO OF THE. TRA1UNC EOCE

(c),EFFECTIVe: AfSP£CT R.A.TIO =4
(d)TAPER RATIO = i-a

THE TRA<:E A.S.C.D, INDICATES THE ME:THOO ~OOPTEC

0) A VERTICAl. l..IN£ A.8.IS CR-"WN T-IROUCH 14° ON Tl-4C:
T.E.ANCt-E SCAL-E To MEET THE APPROPRIA.TE OAF=>
CORRe;C:TION CURVe: (i.e. CAF 40% E At-IEAO OF
THE TE) AT 6.

(ii)F=ROM 8,A.. HORIZONTAl. t-INE 1$ ·ORAWN TO MEET
THE ASPECT RATIO C:ORR.ECTICN eURVE: (AS' =4) A.T C:,

("VFROM C)~VERTtCAL l..lNEIS OF /:tt...WN To MEET T\-fE .
TA.PERRATIO C:ORRti:eTION C:(,,,~VE (eRic :1.5) AT 'D.

(i0THE RE~IRe:O VAI...UEOF al I~ .~EAO O~T THE CIRC:UI-AR
SCAl-E A.. .e, at =3-45. FOR A~ REAR TAU_Pt.ANE ON THE
800V, THIS VAl-Ue: MUST' ,BE, C.ORRECTEO I="OR
TA1\-Pl-ANE EFFICle:NCY (SEE FIC.8)

@NOTE.
FOR. Ti-tE EFFECTS OF A C:ENT~A'- CUT-OUT SEE: Ftc .11.

A6424 Fosh & C'ross ·lotd., london
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flG~ IZ $

(b)i TAU_PL.,~E, AaSE'N~JO~ HtQH-5ET
&; CWE:'AR OF" BODY. ' '

(i) ESTtMA.1!e: TH£ VAL.£jE' Of=" a. AS L..AIO
DOWN IN ~ 2 OF FIC. 10 .

(,0 USINC THE APPROPRIATE VAL.UE OF ~~
REAO iHE VALUE OF a.;ta OFF THE.
AP~f<OPRIATe: DOTTED CURVE IN FlC(a).
ON:~EFT. .

(iii) To OBTAIN Tt4E VALUE: OFa~ MULTIF-'L-Y
T~E" -RE:5Ul..T'5 OF (1) &; (H)AeaOVE: .. " . a'A..e.. a:,:; at )(.. '/21.

A11y cue: To FU~J ~ at ~
, .

ME.T~OD 01= E$TIMAT1NQ .a~ FOR AN ENO.F1N
IN, POSITiON ON AN Ai~OPL..ANE.

<D NECESSARY OATA. ;
IN A:OOIT10N "10 THE LIST OF NEC.e:~SAf<Y OATA,. CIVEN IN I Q)or: ~'C. 10 .
Ti-IE FOl.,;L.OWlNC ITEMS ARE REQUlftEO:-

f'::i\ VE!tTICA.L. OISTA.NCE OF TAIl..PL.A"'4E FROM TOFl' OF FIN., -.!i'
\Q.) . TOTAL. FIN' fi.4EICHT ,-h '

(b\ 500"'( ~E'CI-4T:AT FIN _ W
'J -roTA\- FlN H~lel-iT ,- ('

~,
~ HORIZONTAL. QISTANCE OF FIN FROM BOOY ~ _. ~

eJ ". .TOT~1.. BOO'l L..ENCT~ . tm ,

~b'

@ METHOO Of:" ESTIMATioN

(OESTlMATE TH~ VALUE OF a. J AS LAtD COWN IN t,@ OF FIC. 10.
('QUSINC Tl-iE. A~PROPRlATe: \lAL.UES ,OF d/~&WIlt,) RE:AO ,THE VALUe:,

OF a.~a OI=F'THE C:URVEIN ~lC.(b) ON L~;

(iii)Tc:d)BT11N ":He: V~l..ue: OF, a:, MULT1PL."'( THE RESUI...TS OF: (i) a(j~
A&OVE: . ",.e. at:' a, '" a4/a,

,=a., v OU£ To ..FINS :: a; v.

CENS:AAL NOTE: :-
OWINC To THE fj)FFICUL.T'Y QF OEFINITION. THe: TAPeR RAT\O TERM
IS l-4etR:EIN NECL..E:C:TEO. THE ERROl< SOINTROOUC&:O IS L.~~$ r"'t\N4%

METHOD OF ESTIMATINC a~ FORA C:E~!TRAL FIN
IN POSITION ON AN AEROPLAIJ_~

CD NECt::SSARY DATA. ' '
IN ADDITION 'ro THE LIST'OF NEC:ESSARY OATA qiVE:N IN EJCDOF F1C.10

(SEE FIC,,2. FOR DEFINiTIONS OF ·FiN AREA Z A5PEC:T r:tATI~t
THE FOL..I-OWINC ITEMS ARE. ~QUU<EO:-

fa.~ VERTfCAJ.. DISTANCE OF. iAIt.PL.~NE.FROMTOP~ FIN ': It'
~ Y TOTAJ.. FIN, HEICHT ' i
lb\BOOV ....EICHT A.T l=IN =~ (SEE' FIC.2 .FOR OEFINITIONS OF T.J'8, ~),
~ ') TOTAL. FIN I-4EICAfT lr ~

@ METHOD OF' ESTIMA.TION..

(a)TAJ:L,.PL..ANE ON, ,BOOY
(~ESTIMAT£ Tf..jE: VALUE OF a,'AS '-AID OOWN

iN ~ 20F F'ICIO.
(Ii)usu"c TI-tE AF'PRoPJeI~Tf:l VALUE OF "W"1l

REAO ,THE VALUE: OF ara OFF TI4E
APPROPRIATE 'FULL-L.JNE ¢URVe: iN
F"lc(a) ON ~EFT.

(iii)To OBTAIN THE: VAL-We: O~ a', MUt..TIF'L.Y
THERESUl-TS qF (i) «, Q~ A80VE. , . aj[A..e. a:~:. at x Ya

i

(a)

0<l ~It Co! 0'4 0·5 c:.>GaH

O"2~- f e: ~

003

0·4

0-5.< Vss4"';SV! ti I I I

O·G.
0.7
&:1·

i-O

tJAt=o·'

...;....--- COMF'L.ETE AEROPL.ANE~ WITH TAJLA..ANE ON Bdov.
-~---- AEROPl-ANIt WITHOUT TAIL.I='LANE,()RCOMPL.ETE

EftOPt.AN~ WITH HICH tSET TAIL,~N£ C:l4JtAA; OJ: BODV

o

·1·0 .....,"""'~,

""--"',-

'"

1"0 " i 1 m... ..... ~ 'ros.........., i i

081 j 'I&: -Y.c" "'t J:> :> I 1-1

MI, I I I I I I

\

O~I I l ~J I I I

0·(11 I I I ! I I

,~I I ' }fie} j;" >t< , ,4< . q ="0:: F'... '.... I I

O~'4i 1 t I ill

0'-

0*8·,

~ \. .. . . I . t.HtCH
.:,.'a. WINC,P~ Me

L.OW

a:Aa,

Q OH 0,2 Ot3
eLryt.."

O~4 O.i5

(b)
0,· a

CHAR1S FOR ESTIMATtNG a', & &11v OF FINS.
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FI (4134

co

(b)

/

-- ..--'

,..,..~srcs
~...,."

SHARP ;NOSe:

~~
C:ORREeTlQNFACTOR A,PJ:)t..EO To' aZ/a. FOR FU,-'- 5F,o'AN

&A\.-'NeE& CAP

SEAI..E~Q~ ~= UNSEAt.I..E~e~p.~ I"
(

Ct\P>O·Q04 C,> ,l1..UNT NOSE,~,/
I I ... • .?

/

CHARTS F'OR ESTIMATION OF (8a/aJ

METHOO O~ ESTtMATtNC .aVa,

(j) N§c:e:.SSAAY OA.TA..

~,' TRA\~INC Eoce;'ANCI..E c.ONTRot.eHoRo A.~ ,OF !-lINe\:; I..INE ,=C§
(bJCONTROL. ,CHORe I;!AT.tQ == TOTA\- AE.FtOFOI~ ·O=tORO ~

(c) ?ERC:ENTACE BJ\L.ANeE,NOSE SHAPE "NO OAP, f:OR SET-BAc;K HINCE
(d) SPANWI$E l.lMIT$ OF CONTROL.j 8;1 SPANWISE EXTENT OF l-40FtN t 11'= AN~

EXPRESSED ,AS ~ ~ERC:ENT~Ce:0$= T~ESEMI·SPA\N. (~:- l~· THE:
INBOA.stb ENO or: T\-lE CONTROl;. '-'E$. QN"OR NEA~' THE SIDE OF

, 'T~E B0t3Vt 'tT5HOU~C"'5E' ;TREA.~D Aca' 'THOUCH EXTE'NOINC TOTHE~)
~, . .
\_/ TAPE.R ~TlO

@EXAMPl.E OF METHOO
CONISiOER 'AT"'U_P~N£ 5,~EV"TORWAaVINQ-rH£ FOL..L.OWINO O"TA..
l:E:.ANCt.-E,' = USc'

.'CVC :34% . . . '
:1'. 30% BL.UNT WOSE BA\-;\NCE, CAP UNSEAt-ED
I SPANWl5~ U,M,'iTS ~ (t;ONTROL. Od b/2 - o·e b/2 .
~ TAPER RATIO - za, .

FROM Fl~".a,,t (ai/.af)$, '~ ,o·.t:J 1 HENeE (aYa ')$ n :. o-e$ Na s·te.nONA.\. VA\.lJE OF ~a.
I=~OM FIC. b

J
. "n. = I· Q71 t . . 'LA I.

FSlOM F:tC,C~f, : 0 ..$6:- 0·.57'1: 0·41.. ';1:l. 0 .. 43 - o·o~ :: 0 ..41

HENCe: ava,.. [{a~/a.)Sln,f, +(aZk.JS2 Yltft +.....] == [0;(05)«(0.41 +0..41)] :: 0'53

'''3', i , Iii t

(t

~ lot
ta
hi
U

~
..J

,Jll( t·l; I ~
rD

f1
w
:lo

:f' .- , ~ ......
\0 ~ ~w

~ ~/~l:CENTACE ,8~~E
~ // 1,.-"--

..",.~

Z O.Q .--ot= .--,,,,,,- __ -- ..--
fA -- , ------ -~--
rtf
Ol
o
o eft!:

(a)

~(c)_

8 -
:z
~
U)

~
if

Or8 0'6' 0·4 O~2 0 0·2 0'4 0'6 0·6 ,·,0
CENtRE LINE ,.Ip

SPANwrSE EXTENT OF CONTROL .

CORRECTION FOO' PA~T· SPAN. '. COl\JTROl-

-1' .....1 It·G
~~
~ ~
0 0
\J U
2 z
~t
.l[ 'd)
\I).

? ..J
Ik-'
~ft
«r:o:
ff:t O~ ~ ~---t--i---+----f.---I--~~~~~::.;.:..;...~~~~
~. ~

~ Q. I
D!- TAPER RATIO

1-0 I I i I 1::::::JrlIi8i

TRAILING EDGE ANGL.E m SO

= 10°
.: 'ISo

0'81 I = 20°;L'~ ,7L,/;/ I I

O.Orl I r ( 'At t" j.... I I I

0'41 ff$ ,f I-~I
tCONCENTRIC. NOSE. SEALE.D GAP

I I .
O·21/11 I ! r I I I

\~)s

0'" l ' ' . . · ,
0·2 0·4 <i~ 006 a·Q "0

, VARIATION OF (8ejajsWITH CONTI<01. CHORD 1& TRAiliNG ftOGE ANEilEFOR
FULL -, 'SPAN CONTROLS

A6424 Wt.l2B 625 4/49 Gp.96! fcsh & Gross ltd., london



FIG. 15

0'18. I I I I I I J I I I

(0.)
1·4 r ;' 4 ii' I

(b)

0 ..6' If J , , , . ,

o 2 4 (; e 10. 12
ASPECT RATIO

VARIATION OF CORRECTION FACTOR, K WITH ASPECT RATIO

® EXAMPLE
@.) THE PERTINENT DATA~ ARE AS FOLlOWS:-

0) WING PROfiLE NACA 23012 - TRAILING EDG£ ANGLE = 14'· 6°
(Ii) SPANW~'~E LIMITS Of AILERON :: 0-5 S - 0"95 S
(iiC AILERON CONTROL CHORD RATIO:. 20%
OV) SET BACK HINGE BALANCE :: 25 % (UNSEALED GA~ ROUND NOS()
(\I) WING TAPER RATIO : I- 67 ~ I
~D WING ASPECT RATIO :: 7-4

(1,) IN FiG_Ca) ABOVE DRAW LINES A"'SAT 0-5S ac..o AT 0 ..955. THE DIFfERENCE IN LENGTH
OF',.- THESE LINES (: BE~mJ GIVES THE VALUE, Of,-, &(41)..L-l. .. 0- '05 (rORA=6)

d~ d~ doK
(c) FROM Flu.. (b) ABOVE WE OBTAIN THE CORRECTION FACTOR FOR A =7 e 4,K= '°07
(d) FROM FICfI. 10, WE OBTAIN THE VALUE Of do:: 5"36
(e) FROM FIG.. i3t WE OBTAiN THE SECTIONAL VALU,E OF d~/dl = 0 ..40

(f) FROI'1 § (tJ),@.~) 8. (e) ABOVE WE O$TAIN ~~t " 0-'05 x '·07xO·4x5·~6 =0-24' (Ct/RADIAN)

======-

1.0 I I I ::J< , I I

K.

'-2' I I I I I:s:""""'=: I

041 81 I / j I ~ 1 ~

METHOD Of E5TI MATION OF ROLLING 'POWER
CD NECESSARY DA.TA

(0) AEROFOIL SECTION DATA ATMIO-A'LER'ON, TO DETERMJNE (l,o (SEE f·'G.'tV
~ AEROFOIL SECTION DATA AT MID-AILERON, TO DETERMINE SECTIONAL &2./(1, ~EE f'G.';S)
(C) SPANW'SE LIMITS OF AILERON
Cd) TAPER 'RATIO OF WING
(e) ASPECT: RATIO Of WING

o
ROOT

0-'0·2-0"3 .

NOTE:
THESE. .CU,RVES APPLY TO A PAIR
OF AILERONS .WITH NO DBFFERENTJAL

VARIATION Of ROLLtNG POWER COEFFICIENT WITH AiLERON

SPAN FrOR VARIOUS TAPER RATIOS

0·8 0·7 0·6 0.5 0 4 4

SPANWISE LIMITS OF AILERON

SEMI- SPAN

0·'2.1 I I J ",",>, ", '* 17£ I :::;;;a1~ , t 1

0-161 I I I I I I I I:;;>=~ I f

0-141 J TAPER RATIO I-~' <::::: I I I 7' t ::::JPs<:' I
1·67~1

2: •
2:5:'

,S='

•t
f
I

0-061 I I / V / / / I f (m.)- I
. l' 71 7 i/ ~ I I I I I,

t

J
/// I I I

I,
t
I

0-021 /1~ I i I I I t I I I

t
------~---~-----4£,

f
A

0- 1°1 I I I Y 7t~'/71V --j < t I I
ROLLING POWER

COEFfICIENT
• dCe, (,a,J I t

.d~. Qt'- 40· KO' -0811 I I / f / (' £ ~ , I I I r Ir ;:T7 7 f

ESTIMATION OF" 'ROLLING POWER

Fig& 15~ ESTIMATION OF ROLLING POWER

Corrections: .Line 5 from bottom, for 08 105 read 0-093.
Bottom fine. for 09 105 read 09 093 and for 0"241 read 0.213.

(88555)



@GE'OMETRJC Of\1"J'.

TA.IL UNIT OF LOW'" WIN"
A.IRCRAFT-

S'~'I

(a.) FIN VtRUDCER VOLUME = V 5b = 0-045.
(b) FIN & RUCiOER HEIGHT :: -it- :: 7·06 FT
(c.) DISTANCE OF TA'LPLANE FR~M TOP OF FIN = .ft.': 4-86 F1'.
(c1) FIN i RUDOER A~F'E:CT RATIO = 2-17 I

(e) BODY OEPTH = W"'" :: 2 ·~2 FT.
(f) HORN SPAN OBTAINE.D BY CONVE;R,INeJ FROM A P"R-r- SHiELOEO

TO AN UNSHIELDED HORN OF' THE SAME AREI\ = ~H = O·S4f-r.
(~) C.ON1ROL C.HORD RAilO = Cf/c, = 42·5%

. (~) 4AP UN~EP\LEO, CONCENiRIC. NOSE (i.e. % ~ALANCE = e%)
(i) TRAILINC EOCiE. J\NC.LE :::: 100

® MEiHOD OF eSilMJ\TION.

(a..) LE,. Sl:1.e,SCR\PT5 t, 2 ~.3 REFER aO THE J\R,EP\5 lNQIC~TED ABove.
FOR UPPER H,l\LF OF FIN & RU{)OER, THE C.ONTROL EXTENDS
FROM 0 TO 0- 84.7~ Rl T}4E HORN FROM 0- 847 TO 1-0 -0/2:
,FOR THE LOWER HALF; THE CONTROL 15. FULL- c:,PAN ..

(6) FROM FIC{. 13G&.:) (a.]1i \ . ;: ,. 0 , fAya. '. ,.. f6\.% \ = 0'73
»1)5, \. 1)SZ. \ . ~f)S3

FROM FAC,. 13(b) t 11,i =- 1· 0 ,. 7Lz.::: 7t 3 =- o· B~
FROM F'Cl.13(,-) f, :::. 0·05. 12: =. '0-45, 13 ::. O·S.

HENc..E a.%.i := [o~os t 0-73(0 "89X~ 0·45 + 0-5 X 0- &~)]

=: ·C·~7.

(Co) FROM FiG. to a4::. Zo·7S I

(cL) FROM FiG,7 RUODER ErF'ICIENCY := .~%

/ (e) FROM (b) (c.) &\ (el), ABOVE:-
az' = O'b7 >\2-7S· X o·~o 1··bb.

(f) fROM (e) & ~ <D(~) RUODER powER ::: t •66 "0· 04S
0-075.

FIG. 14. Method of Estimating Rudder Power&

19
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